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Pressure-induced H bonding: Neutron diffraction study of brucite,
Mg(OD)r, to 9.3 GPa
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Ansrucr

The structure of deuterated brucite has been refined using Rietveld analysis of neutron
powder diffraction data collected in an opposed-anvil high-pressure (Paris-Edinburgh) cell
from 0.4 to 9 GPa. On the basis of bond length changes obtained from the structure
refinements, H bonding between the octahedral layers becomes more significant as the
unit cell contracts. The c axis is approximately two times as compressible as the a axis in
this pressure range, and the compression along c is largely taken up by a 130/o reduction
of the interlayer spacing. The O-D bond length, on the other hand, remains nearly constant
or increases slightly over the pressure range. The position of D was modeled as a threefold
split site of one-third occupancy each. The splitting between these sites increases with
pressure, as does the O-D. . .O angle, whereas the interlayer D"'O distance decreases,
indicating a strengthening ofthe H bonding between the layers.

INrnooucrront

Knowledge of the pressure dependence of H bonding
in materials is of importance in understanding their sta-
bility and crystal chemistry. Brucite, a simple crystalline
hydroxide, is an end-member for the hydrous minerals
that are hosts for HrO in the crust and mantle of the
Earth. Recently kinenweber and Weidner (1993) have
shown that the brucite structure is stabilized to its melt-
ing point at high pressure, a result suggesting that a
strengthening of the H bond at high pressure is sufficient
to overcome the entropy gain upon dehydration. Several
authors have presented arguments for and against pres-
sure-induced H bonding, based upon spectroscopic (Kru-
ger et al., 1989; Duffy, 1993) and theoretical studies
(D'Arco et al., 1993; Sherman, l99l). The geophysical
implications of stabilizing more complex OH-bearing
phases (Gasparik, 1990; Finger et al., l99l; Liu, 1987;
Pacalo and Parise, 1992) in the Earth's interior have also
besn reviewed by Thompson (1992) and Tyburczy et al.
( r  ee l ) .

Despite recent theoretical calculations indicating no
strengthening of H bonding at high pressure (Sherman,
l99l) we decided to test this possibility experimentally.
Powder neutron diffraction is the most powerful tech-
nique for the determination of structure for hydrogenous
materials at high pressure. Since the introduction of the
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Paris-Edinburgh cell (Nelmes et al., 1993) the prospects
for gaining new insights into changes in H bonding with
pressure have greatly improved. This cell provides pres-
sures in excess of l0 GPa-a usable range at least four
times greater than previously attainable-with a large
sample volume and no Bragg peaks from the sample
holder. Its installation at spallation sources provides for
superior data ofthe type required for Rietveld structural
refinement (Larson and Von Dreele, 1986; Nelmes et al.,
l  993) .

The crystal structure of brucite (Zigan and Rothbauer,
1967 Hyde and Andersson, 1989) is trigonal, space group
P3ml. It is composed of hexagonally close-packed layers
of O, in which half the octahedral sites are occupied,
forming sheets of MgOu octahedra (Fig. l). Each O atom
is hydrogenated with the O-H bond directed along the
threefold axis toward the vacant tetrahedral site in the
adjacent layer; the O-H bond lengths are 0.995 A, and
the separation of H atoms between layers is 2 A. The
spacing between H and the trio of second-neighbor O
atoms, which is denoted D"'O in Figure l, is 2.458 A
at ambient pressure.

Expr,nrprn'nqtlr,

Brucite was synthesized by hydrothermal treatment of
high-purity MgO in the presence of D,O (Sigma, 99.80/o
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Fig. 1. Variation in the O-D...O angle and the interlayer
O' . .D distance as a function of pressure found in this study. A
polyhedral representation of the structure of deuterated brucite,
Mg(OD)r, is shown. The polyhedra are Mg-centered, and the D
sites (shown as circles) are % occupied and at the 6i position.

D) in welded Au capsules held at 200 MPa and 600'C
for I week in cold-seal vessels. The product was con-
firmed as brucite by X-ray powder diffraction. In addi-
tion, the material was found to be well crystallized. In
contrast, a second sample of deuterated brucite synthe-
sized under autogenous conditions (200 "C) showed sig-
nificant peak broadening, with peaks about three times
as broad as those of the high-temperature sample. The
high-temperature sample was used for neutron powder
diffraction study.

A 152-mg sample of MG(OD), was mixed with 27 mg
ofNaCl, which was used as an internal pressure calibrant.
This was slurried with fluorinert FC-70 (3M company)
and loaded into a Paris-Edinburgh high-pressure cell with
tungsten carbide anvils (Nelmes et al., 1993) having a
100-mm3 spherical sample volume. Metal gaskets (Ti-Zr)
were used to contain the sample, and oil pressure in the
ram was raised using a hand pump. The data were taken
at 300 K on the high intensity neutron powder diffrac-
tometer (HIPD) at the Manuel Lujan, Jr., Neutron Scat-
tering Center (LANSCE) at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. The HIPD has a flight path of 9.0 m and a
resolution Ad/d of 5-7 x lg-:. Data were collected in
two detector banks, centered at 190" 2q, for about 12 h

at average proton currents of 65 pA on the spallation
source. Portions of the diffraction data collected in the
90" data banks are shown in Figure 2.'

The refinement was initiated using published data (Hyde
and Andersson, 1989), with Mg at (0,0,0), O and D at
(t/t,2/t,z). Several cycles of least squares were used to
adjust the unit cell, background, and peak width param-
eters (Larson and Von Dreele, 1986) before adjusting the
structure model. For pressures up to 1.9 GPa there was
no broadening greater than instrumental and no evidence
of the particle-size broadening observed in a previous
study ofdeuterated brucite (Partin etal., 1994). However,
at 5.4 and 9.3 GPa peaks were broadened by factors of 2
and 5, respectively. This was presumed to be due to de-
viatoric stress and sample heterogeneities (Weidner et al.,
1994). The values of the pressure-induced isotropic mi-
crostrain, as estimated from the ol profile coefficient
(Larson and Von Dreele, I 98 6), are 0.32, 0.62, and, | . l2o/o
for the data sets at 1.9, 5.4, and 9.2 GPa, respectively.

Three models for the structure were considered. Ini-
tially a model assuming isotropic thermal motion and all
atoms on either the 3 or 3 axes was refined. A difference-
Fourier map calculated from the data at 5.4 GPa clearly
showed positive residual scattering around the site oc-
cupied by D. Further, models in which an anisotropic
thermal parameter was refined for D resulted in the ratio
U,,/Ur, increasing from 3 at 0.4 GPa to l0 at 5.4 GPa.
The former ratio is in excellent agreement with that found
in an earlier study by Zigan and Rothbauer (1967). Im-
provement to the overall fit of the isotropic model to
observed data was obtained when D was moved from
side 2d at (t/t,2/t,z) to 6i ar (x,2x,z), with occupation
factor th. For example, the values for 1' for the 5.4 and
9.3 GPa data improved from 1.92 and 2.25 to 1.75 and
1.92, respectively. The values for Ru* for the 5.4 and
9.3 GPa data improved from l0 and l2o/o to 8 and 9ol0,
respectively. The split-atom model was used for the anal-
ysis ofthe four data sets. In the final stages ofthe refine-
ments. data from both the +90 and -90'banks were
included. Refined parameters for the split-atom model
are given in Table L The pressures were determined us-
ing the Decker (1971) equation of state for NaCl and the
refined unit-cell parameters.

Following submission of this work, a redetermination
of the room-pressure structure of portlandite, Ca(OH)r,
which is isostructural with brucite, was published (Des-
granges et al., 1993). This determination, like that of
brucite before it (Zigan and Rothbauer, 1967), noted the
unusually large U,,/U' ratio. A split-site model proposed
by Desgranges et al. (1993) for the H position is similar
to that proposed by ourselves for the D position in bruc-
ite at high pressure.

' A copy of Fig. 2 may be obtained by ordering Document
AM-94-549 from the Business Office, Mineralogical Society of
America, I130 Seventeenth Street NW, Suite 330, Washington,
DC 20036, U.S.A. Please remit $5.00 in advance for the micro-
frche.
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Tlele 1. Refined atomic parameters" and selected interatomic
distances (A) and angles (') for the split atom model
of deuterated brucite, Mg(OD),

P (GPa) 0.4 1.9 5.4

+ isotropic D at site 6i
-a- isotropic D at site 2d

9.3
1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85

a (A)
c (A)
U (41
4
u".(or-
xD
zo
q*(Dr-
F-of
4
x"
Mg-O x 6
Octa. thick.
Interlayer
o-Mg-Of
l r" re l  $
D  . . .  D l l

3.1382(2) 3.1167(3)
4.713(1) 4.630(1)

40.20(1) 38.95(1)
0.214(3) 0.219(2)
0.5(1) 0.7(1)
0.367(4) 0.373(3)
0.41212) 0.417(2)'t.7(41 1.3(3)
4.28 3.77
3.01 2.70
1 .56 1.87
2.074(61 2.065(4)
2.02(1) 2.03(1)
2.70(21 2.60(2)

s8.3(4) 98.0(3)
0.50 0.48
0.31(3) 0.37(21

3.0728(41 3.036s(6)
4.496(1) 4.403{21

36.77(1) 35.1q2)
0.229(21 0.232(21
1.0(1)  1 .0 (1)
0.389(2) O.4O2(21
0.435(2) 0.449(2)
1 .2(3) 1.0(4)
3.98 3 90
2.68 2.83
1.79 1 .93
2.052(41 2.029(4)
2.06(1) 2.04(1)
2.44(2) 2.36(21

97.0(21 96.9(3)
0.42 0.42
0.51(2) 0.63(2)

H

. Space group FEml, Mg at site la, (0,0,0); O atom at (%,2h,2). D
moved from site 2d at (1/s,2h,z\ to 6i at (x,2x,z).

** Values x 1o'?; thermal parameters for Mg constrained to equal those
for O

t See Larson and Von Dreele (1 986) for definitions of the discrepancy
indices.

+ The remaining angles between cis-O atoms are -(O-Mg-O) values
given; trans O atoms are at 180.

$ Octahedral strain (Zhao et al., 1993);

l t6rel  : \5 l6r ,a : \ />- i ; -  \X-  B -  \> tot  i+ J.

ll Distance in angstroms between split sites.

Rnsur-rs AND DIScussIoN

The linear compressibility of the c axis was determined
to be about two times that of the a axis, from the four
data points in this study (8, : 0.0036, 0, : 0.0072 GPa ').

Fei and Mao (in preparation), in a diamond-anvil cell
compression study with X-ray diffraction, found in con-
trast that the c axis was about five times as compressible
as the a axis, for 15 data points between I and 14 GPa.
The difference between the two measurements may be
due to the different diffraction geometries, combined with
nonhydrostatic stresses in either or both experiments.
Acoustic velocity measurements at ambient conditions
would be desirable to obtain axial compressibilities free
of nonhydrostatic stress effects.

The bulk modulus of brucite from these measurements
was determined to be 47(5) GPa, from the least-squares
fit of the four data points to a second-order Birch-Murna-
ghan equation of state, which assumes K' : 4.7. For com-
parison, Fei and Mao (in preparation) obtained a value
of 54.3(1.5) GPa and K' : 4.7 from a third-order Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state fit to 35 data points between
2.5 and 33 GPa.

The greatest changes are in the interlayer separating the
Mg sheets (Fig. I, Table l); although the thickness of the
MgOu octahedron is constant (Table l), the projected (O-
O) interlayer distance decreases by I 30/o over the pressure
range studied. The Mg-O distance decreases monoton-
ically, whereas the octahedral strain (Zhao et al., 1993)
appears to salurate at the highest pressures. The strength

4 6
Pressure (GPa)

Fig. 3. Variation of the O-D distance with pressure for mod-
els in which (lower curve) D is fixed with full site occupancy at
the site 2d (3m) and (upper curve) it is moved onto site 6i with
site occupancy %. Isotropic thermal parameters were used in
both cases.

ofthe H bonding between layers increases with pressure.
This is manifested in a decrease in the interlayer O' ' 'D

distance and an increase in the O-D"'O angle (Fig. l).
These changes are in the direction expected for an in-
crease in the H bonding (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1980;
Greenwood and Earnshaw, 1984). The movement of D
to the 6i site can also be understood in this context. As
the D. . .D distance between these partially occupied sites
increases, the O-D"'O angle decreases, and the D"'O
distance increases, forming stronger H bonds.

It is interesting to examine the present data in the con-
text ofspectroscopic and theoretical studies. Recent high-
pressure infrared (Kruger et al., 1989) and Raman (Duffy,
1993) studies showed a decrease in the frequency ofthe
O-H stretching mode, along with a broadening of the mode
with pressure. In addition, a new Raman peak appeared
at about 14 GPa, which was attributed to a previously
unknown structural phase transition (Duft, 1993). The
slight lengthening of the O-D distance (Fig. 3), in contrast
to the shrinkage of D'''O, complements the spectroscop-
ic observation of a decrease in the O-H stretching fre-
quency. The frequency decrease is due to a decrease of
the O-H stretching force constant, which alone does not
require bond lengthening (Desgranges et al., 1993); how-
ever, our results suggest that some O-D bond lengthening
occurs with pressurization. These data combined are
strong evidence of an increase in the H"'O or D"'O
attraction at high pressures, resulting in local distortion
of the brucite structure. This could also result in an en-
ergetic stabilization ofbrucite at high pressure.

The finding that at higher pressure a considerable pro-
portion ofthe D density occurs at three sites around the
ideal D site is indicative of an additional feature of the
H bonding that was not considered in previous theoretical
studies (Sherman, l99l). The data indicate that oflaxis
motions of the D atoms may be part of the mechanism of
H bonding in brucite. The absence of this consideration
from the theory may account for the lack of enhancement
of H bonding in the Hartree-Fock study of Sherman (1991).

t0
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The three off-axis D sites in the present model are ran-
domly occupied within the resolution of the data, since
no superstructure reflections appear in the diffraction pat-
terns at any pressure studied. It is not obvious whether
the three sites are a result of random static disorder or
are due to anharmonic thermal vibrations between the
three sites. It is possible that lower temperature or higher
pressure could cause a superstructure ordering ofeach D
atom into one of the three sites. Ordering of the H atoms,
while maintaining the MgO-framework in the brucite
structure, would require the removal of the threefold axis.
The highest symmetry maximal nonisomorphic subgroup
of P3ml consistent with these requirements is the space
group C2/m. This is one possibility for the phase tran-
sition that was observed at 14 GPa in the Raman study
ofDufly (1993) but which has not been directly observed
in X-ray diffraction studies. A phase transition that most-
ly involves H ordering would not be expected to have an
easily resolved X-ray signature.

Clearly, neutron diffraction data at higher pressures and
lower temperatures would be desirable to elucidate the
structure and bonding in brucite further and possibly to
solve the phase transition observed in Raman spectra. In
addition, theoretical calculations that allow for tilting of
the O-H bonds away from the c axis would be useful in
understanding the high-pressure behavior of this material.
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